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New York in Bloom
An updated edition of the best-selling highly illustrated garden plant reference, featuring more than
8,000 plants and 4,000 photographs. Choose the right plants for your garden and find all the inspiration
and guidance you need with The RHS Encyclopedia of Plants & Flowers. Drawing on expert advice from the
RHS, this best-selling ebook features a photographic catalogue of more than 4,000 plants and flowers,
all organised by colour, size, and type, to help you select the right varieties for your outdoor space.
Discover perennials, bulbs, shrubs, and trees, succulents, and ornamental shrubs, all showcased in
beautiful, full-colour photography. Browse this photographic catalogue to find at-a-glance plant choice
inspiration. Or use the extensive plant dictionary to look up more than 8,000 plant varieties and the
best growing conditions. This new edition features the latest and most popular cultivars, with more than
1,400 new plants added, as well as updated photography, comprehensive hardiness ratings, and a brand-new
introduction. Fully comprehensive yet easy to use, the RHS Encyclopedia of Plants & Flowers is the
inspirational, informative guide every gardener needs on their bookshelf.

Sweet Peas for Summer
Discover the floral heart of New York City in this companion to the popular Paris in Bloom by acclaimed
photographer Georgianna Lane. New York in Bloom leads you on a beautiful floral tour of the
metropolis--past stylish floral studios and corner shops overflowing with fresh-cut blooms, through
bustling flower markets, to blooming trees and lush public parks. With sumptuous photography, the
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unexpected, softer side of New York is revealed by juxtaposing floral beauty with exquisite botanical
details found in the city's iconic architecture. Also included are field guides to locating and
identifying common spring blooms, a list of recommended locations and vendors, and a tutorial on how to
create your own New York-style floral bouquet. For anyone who loves New York City, flowers, and
photography, New York in Bloom is a gorgeous gift and an essential addition to one's library of fine
books.

Soul of the Home
From design expert (and interior design readers’ favorite) Phoebe Howard comes a new book focused on
decorating with beautiful blue color schemes. Coastal Blues is a glorious decor book filled with
inspiring images of beach houses, seacoast getaways, vacation cottages, and luxurious seaside manors. It
is also a hardworking how-to-get-the-look book that offers solid interior design and styling advice.
Featuring brand-new, never-before-published projects, every page reflects the ease and casual elegance
of shoreline living. With chapters such as Sea Glass (brilliant blue color schemes), Indigo Bay (true
blue schemes), and Ocean Mist (pale blue schemes), Phoebe Howard shows design lovers how to make the
coastal style modern, fresh, and very much their own.

Complete Hydrangeas
Gardening Your Front Yard is an active, inspiring resource that shows you how to treat your front yard
like a backyard without sacrificing beauty, from choosing the right plants to building front patios and
walkways. With her unique combination of DIY/building savvy and gardening expertise, author Tara Nolan
(Raised Bed Revolution) weaves you past the main pitfalls you may encounter when trying to fit a garden
or gardens between your home and the street. This beautiful and comprehensive hardcover book shows how
to accomplish several hardscape projects, such as building front patios, borders, edging, and walkways,
as well as making your own raised beds, planting containers, trellises, rose arbors, privacy screens,
and more—all custom-designed for the rigors of front-yard gardening. Gardening Your Front Yard is a
garden book in every sense of the word, however. Choosing the right plants is even more important when
you are dealing with a small, highly visible area with less than ideal growing conditions—all common
traits of most front yards. You will find advice on training vines up brickwork and planting around
foundation walls, planting boulevards/hell strips, and you’ll even take a trip into the side yard. Shade
gardens, privacy screening, and security dos and don'ts are covered, plus how to intermingle edibles and
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landscape plants, cactus and succulent gardens, birdbaths, and much, much more. With the sage advice and
step-by-step projects of this comprehensive guide, convert your front yard from a bland grasscape to a
vital living space.

Kitchen Garden Revival
Whether ultramodern or hundreds of years old, every one of these summer houses is brimming with
idiosyncratic style From the rocky coast of Maine to the sandy beaches of the Hamptons, from Nantucket
to Newport, from Fire Island to Fishers Island, from Martha's Vineyard to Provincetown, summer houses
are as varied in style as the people who hightail it to the beach as soon as the temperature climbs. In
this lushly illustrated book, author Jennifer Ash Rudick has sought out twenty-five of the best. She
invites us into a minimally decorated, Isamu Noguchi-designed home in Northeast Harbor and Sister
Parrish's cozy multigenerational house in Dark Harbor. We imagine relaxing in a comfortably cushioned
rattan chair on the sun porch of a Nantucket house designed by Tom Scheerer, taking in the view of Long
Island Sound through the glass curtain wall of a sleek house on Fishers Island, and feeling snugly
cosseted in a tiny Provincetown cottage. All we need to do is settle back, kick off our shoes, and let
the sun-kissed pages of Summer to Summer wash over us.

London in Bloom
Acclaimed photographer Georgianna Lane explores the flower markets, gardens, and floral boutiques of
London London in Bloom showcases the floral abundance of the English capital’s extraordinary parks,
gardens, florists, and flower markets. In this companion to her popular books Paris in Bloom and New
York in Bloom, Georgianna Lane takes us on a romantic floral tour of London, juxtaposing luscious blooms
with intricate floral details found in the city’s iconic architecture. The book also includes a detailed
list of recommended parks, gardens, markets, and floral designers; a spring tour of blossoms and blooms;
a field guide of common spring-blooming trees and shrubs; and step-by-step instructions for creating a
London-style bouquet. For flower lovers and Anglophiles alike, London in Bloom offers a unique and
irresistible view of London.

Martha's Flowers
Paris—City of Love, City of Light, City of Flowers. From elegant floral boutiques to lively flower
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markets to glorious blooming trees and expansive public gardens, flowers are the essential ingredient to
the lush sensory bouquet that is Parisian life. With beautiful photography, Paris in Bloom transports
readers on a stunning floral tour of the city, and provides recommendations to the best flower markets
and a detailed guide to spring blooms. Timeless in content, Paris in Bloom is a book for Paris lovers to
savor again and again, one to keep on the nightstand to conjure fond memories of their first visit and
inspire dreams of the next.

Palm Springs Holiday
Includes such climbers as Noisettes, Climbing Tea Roses, and Climbing French RosesOffers detailed advice
on where certain varieties should be planted and whyGuidance for preventing the spread of pests and
diseasesClimbing and Rambler Roses examines both Climbers and Ramblers in detail, outlining the
refinement of Noisettes, the diverse colors of Climbing Tea Roses, and the delicate charm and fragrance
of Climbing English Roses.The volume offers important advice on where to plant which varieties in the
garden, plus cultivation and pruning, as well presenting the diseases and pests that can affect these
magnificent plants, which clothe walls, fences, arches and pillars. Sumptuously illustrated with 100
color photographs, the volume includes individual descriptions of each variety of these quintessentially
English plants.Contents: Introduction; The Climbing Roses; Noisette Roses; Various Old Climbers; The
Climbing Tea and Hybrid Tea Roses; Modern Climbers; English Roses as Climbers; Rambler Roses;
Sempervirens Hybrids; Ayrshire Hybrids; Multiflora Hybrids; Wichurana Hybrids; Other Rambling Roses;
Climbing Species Roses; Other Climbing Species; Index.David Austin is uniquely equipped to write books
on roses. As a commercial rose grower, he is in continual contact with gardeners and as a hybridizer he
is in touch with agents who sell and propagate his English Roses worldwide - from Japan, Australia and
New Zealand to the USA and Canada. His garden at Albrighton, near Wolverhampton, contains one of the
finest collections of roses in the world, containing more than 800 varieties. He was awarded the
Victoria Medal of Honour by the Royal Horticultural Society in 2003 and the Dean Hole Medal by the Royal
National Rose Society.

Gardening Your Front Yard
From the tulip fields of Netherlands to your garden flower patch, tulips are loved the world over. Jane
Eastoe's passion for gardening and Rachel Werne's spectacular photography combine to showcase these
gorgeous bulbs and show that anyone can grow and enjoy tulips at home. Tulips have more than 3,000
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variations and their diverse textures mean that they can work anywhere, from vases to garden plots, from
romantic bouquets to wedding boutonnieres. Along with the fascinating history of the flowers, Tulips
details more than 50 of the most beautiful varieties, detailing when they bloom, their size, and, of
course, what they'll look like. From the raspberry swirl of Zurel and the petticoat-like frills of
Weber's Parrot, to the crystal rim of the Mascotte and the flaming petals of the Fabio tulip, you'll
discover a stunning range of specimens to grow, including historical and contemporary varieties. With
engaging commentary on each bloom, easy-to-follow advice and glorious photography, this book will appeal
to everyone who appreciates the majesty of the tulip. Jane Eastoe has been a journalist and author for
over 25 years. She is the author of Vintage Roses and Peonies. Rachel Warne is a photographer
specializing in botanical and outdoor living. Her work has been exhibited at Kew Gardens, the Garden
Museum London and the Chandran Gallery in San Fransisco.

Foraged Flora
Past meets present in this stylish guide to decorating modern homes with heirlooms and antiques Designer
and antiques dealer Tara Shaw is a respected supplier of French and European antiques for a host of
AD100 and Elle Decor A-listers, including Bobby McAlpine, Mary McDonald, and Bunny Williams. In her
first book, she helps readers understand how to select the best antiques and how to use them in a
variety of decor schemes. The book presents never-before-published spaces from Shaw's portfolio and
reveals her favorite antique-hunting spots throughout Europe. Anecdotes from years of treasure hunting
are accompanied by images of rare and precious finds, with text that decodes just how to choose the
right pieces and display them in a contemporary interior. Readers will be able to look at each space and
take away ideas they can apply to their own homes, to create personalized rooms full of provenance and
beauty.

The Proven Winners Garden Book
Underestimated for too long as just a shrub for cottage gardens, the hydrangea is experiencing a
renaissance in floral design. Lavish and luscious, the often-giant blooms are the epitome of chic. The
next title in Pavilion’s series of beautiful floral gardening guides celebrates the ornamental charm and
butterfly-like petals of the hydrangea. This title celebrates the history and main varieties of the
hydrangea, from its origins in China, Japan and Korea, to how they have taken over most gardens in the
world. To this day, pink hydrangeas are popular in Asia, as they are given as love tokens, and most
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recently, a hydrangea hybrid won Plant of the Year at the 2018 RHS Chelsea Flower Show. Pavilion’s guide
to the most beautiful varieties reveals their fascinating assets together with practical cultivation
tips for any garden or container. Including delicate blooms such as the raspberry ripple Miss Soari and
the beautiful Annabelle, to the full-on and fabulous Glam Rock and the weirdly wonderful Limelight. With
engaging commentary on each bloom, easy-to-follow advice and glorious photography, this book will appeal
to everybody who is after the best bloom for weddings, gardens of any size, or looking for the most
bountiful cut flowers.

Floriography
Hydrangeas are booming in popularity as home gardeners appreciate their long season of bloom, ease of
maintenance, and dazzling variety of flower colours and forms. This book reveals the best species for
landscaping uses and the best varieties for both fresh and dried flower arrangements. Unique in their
ability to change flower colour depending on soil composition, hydrangeas are the chameleons of the
plant world. Colour mysteries are cleared up along with recommendations for achieving the best blues,
pinks, purples, and whites in the home garden. With over 250 vivid colour photographs, the book offers
clear and expert advice on planting, pruning, and providing basic care. Learn the best time to cut
hydrangeas for fresh bouquets and when and how to harvest them for dried flowers. With single-topic
chapters and answers to frequently asked questions, this is a handy and easily accessible guide for both
beginning and experienced gardeners.

Lilies
The beginner’s guide to creating a garden from scratch together with inspirational plant recipes for all
the seasons.

RHS Encyclopedia Of Plants and Flowers
Flower arranging is easy. You don't need to have artistic talent, a large garden or plenty of spare
time. Whether you want to create a simple bowl of flowers for the home, a gift for a friend or an
arrangement for a special occasion, the easy, step-by-step instructions and full illustrations in Get
Started with Flower Arranging: Teach Yourself will enable you to create the effect you desire. This book
serves as a handy reference for selecting materials and buying top quality flowers to create modern
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arrangements. Learn how to create seasonal gifts and decorations as well as how to make your
arrangements last. NOT GOT MUCH TIME? One, five and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get
you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of instant help with common problems and quick tips for success, based
on the authors? many years of experience. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the book and online to keep track of
your progress. EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra online articles at www.teachyourself.com to give you a richer
understanding of flower arranging. THINGS TO REMEMBER Quick refreshers to help you remember the key
facts.

How to Grow Dahlias
Elevate your backyard veggie patch into a work of sophisticated and stylish art. Kitchen Garden Revival
guides you through every aspect of kitchen gardening, from design to harvesting—with expert advice from
author Nicole Johnsey Burke, founder of Rooted Garden, one of the leading US culinary landscape
companies, and Gardenary, an online kitchen gardening education and resource company. Participating in
the grow-your-own movement is important to both reduce your food miles and control what makes it onto
your family’s table. If you’ve hesitated to take part because installing and caring for a traditional
vegetable garden doesn’t seem to suit your life or your sense of style, Kitchen Garden Revival is here
to show you there’s a better, more beautiful way to grow food. Instead of row after row of cabbage and
pepper plants plunked into a patch of dirt in the middle of the yard, kitchen gardens are attractive,
highly tailored food gardens consisting of easy-to-maintain raised planting beds laid out in an
organized geometric pattern. Offering both four seasons of ornamental interest and plenty of fresh,
homegrown fruits, vegetables, and herbs, kitchen gardens are the way to grow your own food in a
fashionable, modern, and practical way. Kitchen gardens were once popular features of the European and
early American landscape, but they fell out of favor when our agrarian roots were displaced by
industrialization. With this accessible and inspirational guide, Nicole aims to return the kitchen
garden to its rightful place just outside of every backdoor. Learn the art of kitchen gardening as you
discover: What characteristics all kitchen gardens have in common How to design and install gorgeous
kitchen garden beds using metal, wood, or stone Why raised beds mean reduced maintenance What crops are
best for your kitchen garden A planting, tending, and harvesting plan developed by a pro Season-byseason growing guides It's time to join the Kitchen Garden Revival and start growing your own delicious,
organic food.

Hydrangeas Puzzle
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How does an individual garden relate to the larger landscape? How does it connect to the natural and
cultural environment? Does it evoke a sense of place? In Spirit of Place, Bill Noble helps gardeners
answer these questions by sharing how they influenced the creation of his garden in Vermont. He explores
the history of New England gardens and how they were shaped by a rugged landscape, harsh climate, and
European ideas about design and plantsmanship. Throughout, Noble reveals that a garden is never created
in a vacuum, but is rather the outcome of an individual’s personal vision combined with historical and
cultural forces. Sumptuously illustrated, this thoughtful look at the process of garden-making will
inspire home gardeners everywhere to leverage the history and site of their own landscape to create a
truly spirited place.

Summer to Summer
Examines the elements of climate, soil, sun, and water that affect growing success for more than sixty
fruits, vegetables, herbs, and edible flowers with helpful charts and graphs for planning and planting
the garden.

The Art of Edible Flowers
When a garden includes hydrangeas you can count on months of consistent carefree color. This book gives
tips for knowledgable and novice gardeners alike on how to grow this favorite garden shrub, including:
-When and how to fertilize-When to transplant-How to propagate-When and how to pruneAnd so much more!

Get Started with Flower Arranging
A guide to the care and cultivation of dahlias for the home gardener or exhibitor

Straw Bale Gardens Complete
Gracing the grounds from mid-spring until late autumn, lilies are dramatic and striking. The beautifully
presented reference guide features more than 50 well-loved and unusual varieties of lily. Find out how
to care for your lilies, with practical tips for all kinds of gardens, containers and balconies.
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The Plant Lover's Guide to Snowdrops
A charming, gorgeously illustrated botanical encyclopedia for your favorite romantic, local witch, brideto-be, or green-thumbed friend. Floriography is a full-color guide to the historical uses and secret
meanings behind an impressive array of flowers and herbs. The book explores the coded significances
associated with various blooms, from flowers for a lover to flowers for an enemy. The language of
flowers was historically used as a means of secret communication. It soared in popularity during the
19th century, especially in Victorian England and the U.S., when proper etiquette discouraged open
displays of emotion. Mysterious and playful, the language of flowers has roots in everything from the
characteristics of the plant to its presence in folklore and history. Researched and illustrated by
popular artist Jessica Roux, this book makes a stunning display piece, conversation-starter, or
thoughtful gift.

Encyclopedia of Hydrangeas

Paris in Bloom
“A luscious and colorful immersion into the world of the peony.” —Petal Talk The bold blooms, pretty
colors, and heady fragrances of peonies make them one of the most popular flowers, both in gardens and
floral arrangements. Peony—by leading experts David Michener and Carol Adelman—makes it easier than ever
to grow them home. This lush book shares the history of the plant, explores the different types
available, and includes complete growing information for 194 of the best varieties. Helpful lists detail
the best peonies for specific needs.

Hydrangeas
This lavishly illustrated book with 795 photographs offers thorough coverage of more than 1000 hydrangea
species, subspecies, varieties, and cultivars.

Peonies
Provides information on snowdrops, flowers with white bell-shaped petals known as the harbingers of
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spring.

Be Still
Want to create a dramatic garden that leaves a lasting impression? This stunning guide offers a new
approach to planning and planting, encouraging you to throw caution to the wind and orchestrate colours,
textures, scale and scent to spectacular effect from spring until autumn. The key is colour: intense,
strong and voluptuous such as deep crimsons combined with acid green and incandescent orange. Integral
to the vision is a feeling for dramatic scale: plants with huge presence, architectural foliage, strong,
sculptural shapes and to complete the effect, flowers with silken and velvety textures and flooding the
garden with scent. There are schemes for sunny, open beds and borders for shady areas, for damp soils
and to clothe walls and fences - many of which include lots of quick-growing annuals and take only a
season to achieve. This is the go-to guide for achieving a spectacular and striking garden.

Success with Hydrangeas
1,000 pieces. Pairs perfectly with the book Hydrangeas: Beautiful Varieties for Home and Garden by Naomi
Slade and Georgianna Lane. 27 1/2 x 19 1/2 inches, finished size. Photograph by Georgianna Lane.
Invigorate your brain and brighten your day with a 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle from Gibbs Smith. Gathered
around a table with family or friends, or tackled solo: images inspired by our books means there is a
puzzle for everyone and every interest.

Hydrangeas for American Gardens
Garden with the confidence of a winner! Proven Winners is America’s #1 plant brand. And now they are
sharing their expert plant knowledge and creative design ideas in their first book, The Proven Winners
Garden Book. This definitive guide starts with lessons on how to prepare a space, tips on choosing the
right design, and a primer on buying the right plants. Twelve garden plans provide simple design ideas
that will add curb appeal to your home garden. They include— A welcoming entryway A butterfly and
pollinator garden A fragrant flower garden A shady summertime retreat A deer-resistant garden' There are
an additional twenty-five container recipes that add color and pizzazz to gardens of all sizes—even on
balconies and patios. The creative combinations include holiday themes, solutions for shade and other
concerns, poolside ideas, and much more.
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Spirit of Place
Provides information about how to use straw bales as planting containers for vegetable gardening.

An Orchard Odyssey
"Flower books have come a long way since the static and overly formal books of an earlier era. People
are now most interested in loose, organic arrangements and in seeing beauty in imperfection. Foraged
Flora reflects this new sensibility, and shows us, through abundant and lush photography, how beauty is
all around us in the world. With 12 chapters, each dedicated to a month in the year, the book guides
readers in how to use local flowers, branches, and plants found in nature--or just our backyards--to
create spectacular and unusual arrangements, both big and small. In addition to hundreds of process
photos, finished arrangements, details, and landscapes, there are tips on arranging, information about
the plants, and thoughts on our connection to the natural world."

California Fruit & Vegetable Gardening
Hydrangea species and cultivars, with their history in cultivation, their growing requirements, and
their landscaping potential.

Peony
Over 340 striking color photos introduce readers to the quintessential flower of the Cape and the
Islands, the hydrangea. The lucky people who live in the region revel in these lush flowers flourishing
in a maritime climate. Residents and visitors alike enjoy the beautiful displays of hydrangeas in home
gardens, outside restaurants and inns, and especially in waterfront areas, where hydrangeas thrive in
the sea air. Blue blooms predominate, their naturally cheerful colors echoing the blue of the sea and
the sky. Regional gardeners also delight in creating tapestries of color in shades of pink, purple, and
blue. This book captures the beauty of hydrangeas and their wide range of uses, both outdoors and
indoors, including their frequent appearance in wedding bouquets. From the lacy white flowers of
climbing hydrangeas in early spring to the rich burgundy blooms of late fall, hydrangeas bring accents
of beauty throughout the growing season.
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Climbing and Rambler Roses
Originally published: London: Pavilion, 2018.

The Bold and Brilliant Garden
This is the story of Palm Springs in its golden years, a city that had it all, including marvelous
midcentury Modern architecture, fabulous fly-in hotels, and a swinging nightlife. Through vintage
photographs, postcards, and other ephemera, Palm Springs Holiday recalls the Palm Springs area from the
1910s through the 1960s, where people vacationed in the desert, dined, danced, and lounged poolside.
Features vintage images of the Coachella Valley and shots of the area’s famous hotels and gambling dens.

Coastal Blues
A distinguished psychiatrist and avid gardener offers an inspiring and consoling work about the healing
effects of gardening and its ability to decrease stress and foster mental well-being in our everyday
lives. The garden is often seen as a refuge, a place to forget worldly cares, removed from the “real”
life that lies outside. But when we get our hands in the earth we connect with the cycle of life in
nature through which destruction and decay are followed by regrowth and renewal. Gardening is one of the
quintessential nurturing activities and yet we understand so little about it. The Well-Gardened Mind
provides a new perspective on the power of gardening to change people’s lives. Here, Sue Stuart-Smith
investigates the many ways in which mind and garden can interact and explores how the process of tending
a plot can be a way of sustaining an innermost self. Stuart-Smith’s own love of gardening developed as
she studied to become a psychoanalytic psychotherapist. From her grandfather’s return from World War I
to Freud’s obsession with flowers to case histories with her own patients to progressive gardening
programs in such places as Rikers Island prison in New York City, Stuart-Smith weaves thoughtful yet
powerful examples to argue that gardening is much more important to our cognition than we think. Recent
research is showing how green nature has direct antidepressant effects on humans. Essential and
pragmatic, The Well-Gardened Mind is a book for gardeners and the perfect read for people seeking
healthier mental lives.

The Well-Gardened Mind
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This gorgeous little book is a joyful exploration of the many ways in which flowers can be used in a
range of delicious recipes. From Rose and Lavender Cocktail Syrup to Jasmine and Green Tea Ice Cream,
the ideas and flavors are subtly, deliciously floral. Savory options include Pumpkin Carpaccio with
Mustard Flower Sauce and Artichoke Flower with Borage Butter, while the drinks range from Fermented
Elderflower Fizz to soothing Poppy Milk. Rebecca's creative ideas and thoughtful approach make the
entire process of cooking a mindful experience, from picking the flowers through to the very last bite.
Bursting with beautiful creations and infused with natural flavors, this volume offers recipes suitable
for all abilities.

Hydrangeas
An Orchard Odyssey is a gloriously illustrated resource for fruit-lovers everywhere. Packed with
inspirational ideas and practical advice, it shows how orchard living can be incorporated into every
lifestyle, no matter how busy or short of space you are. Covering fruit in the environment, orchard
heritage, and the role of the trees in garden and landscape design, An Orchard Odyssey shows you how to
plant and care for your trees. Full of inspiring facts and promoting the 'five trees' orchard principle,
it redefines what an orchard is.

Heavenly Hydrangeas
Originating in Japan, the hydrangea is a classic of the American garden. Flowering shrubs enthusiasts
love the iconic beauty of their long-lasting blooms and their adept growth in varied environments.
Whatever your experience with this lavish species, Dirr offers practical "hands-in-the soil" advice
based on years of experience and research.

The Home Florist
The essential resource from Martha Stewart, with expert advice and lessons on gardening and making the
most of your spectacular blooms Martha Stewart's lifelong love of flowers began at a young age, as she
dug in and planted alongside her father in their family garden, growing healthy, beautiful blooms, every
year. The indispensable lessons she learned then--and those she has since picked up from master
gardeners--form the best practices she applies to her voluminous flower gardens today. For the first
time, she compiles the wisdom of a lifetime spent gardening into a practical yet inspired book. Learn
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how and when to plant, nurture, and at the perfect time, cut from your garden. With lush blooms in hand,
discover how to build stunning arrangements. Accompanied by beautiful photographs of displays in
Martha's home, bursting with ideas, and covering every step from seed to vase, Martha's Flowers is a
must-have handbook for flower gardeners and enthusiasts of all skill levels.

Tulips
Quiet the mind to be stilland embrace mindfulness. Reflect on the quietest moments, personal growth,
inner strength, and self-love with Sarah Cray's third book Be Still.Quotes include wise reflections on
mindfulness from individuals such as Annie Dillard, Lao Tzu, Marilynne Robinson, Eckhart Tolle, Brené
Brown, Rumi, and Emily Dickinson. Every spread is like a greeting card, so this delightful volume serves
as a stand-alone token of affection or the perfect finishing touch to a gift. A postcard book is also
available--share the stillness with anyone who needs a reminder that "Life is a collection of moments.
Mindfulness is beautification of the moments." (Amit Ray). Sarah Crayis the creator of Dandelion Paper
Co. and "Let's Make Art," an online community and art supply shop, with the goal of getting more people
to paint and to live a more creative life. Her beautifully illustrated books, Motherhood (2018) and
Sisterhood (2019), pay homage to our most valuable female bonds. Sarah lives in Hamilton, Missouri, with
her husband and two daughters.
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